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The distribution of  market  shares  within an industry  is  a  relevant  per-
formance measure for managers and policy makers, allowing the deter-
mination of whether a given industry is competitive or not. Usually, the
perfect competition model is the reference to judge the efficiency of mar-
kets.  However,  there  are  empirical  studies  that  show  that  one  of  the
most evident features of global firms is that both their size and market
are  Zipf-distributed.  In  this  paper,  it  is  shown  that  the  distribution  of
market shares in the world cola-drink market is skewed, but it does not
follow Zipf’s law; thus it is inadequate to generalize this distribution to
any kind of market. 

1. Introduction

The  best  developed  and  most  influential  model  in  the  fields  of  eco-
nomics, management, marketing, and other social sciences is the com-
petitive-equilibrium paradigm. Two of the most important conditions
of  this  model  are  price-taking  behavior  and  that  the  markets  are
formed  by  a  large  number  of  homogenous  firms  and  consumers.
Though  many  markets  are  perfectly  competitive,  most  important  in-
dustries in modern capitalist countries are formed by a small number
of  firms.  Some economists  believe  that  imperfect  competition  models
(oligopolistic  and  monopolistic  competition)  are  best  suited  to  de-
scribe these industries, but they do not consider the fact that in many
modern  industries  a  small  number  of  large  firms  coexist  alongside  a
large number of small  firms. The study of company sizes was started
by  Gibrat  [1]  and  Zipf  [2].  Recently,  Ramsden  and  Kiss-Haypál  [3]
found that Zipf’s law does not fit the data for firm sizes of the differ-
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 p
ent  countries  they studied.  For instance,  their  analysis  of  the data on
the largest 500 US firms gives a b2  close to 1.25. However, using the
entire  population  of  tax-paying  firms  in  the  United  States,  Axtell  [4]
shows  that  Zipf’s  [2]  distribution  characterizes  firm  sizes.  Indepen-
dently  of  the  value  b2  takes,  this  empirical  finding  poses  a  tremen-
dous  challenge  to  conventional  wisdom,  as  well  as  current  economic
theories,  and  reveals  the  need  to  build  a  persuasive  account  of  how
performance differences among firms arise.  

Another proof of the inadequacy of the perfect and imperfect com-
petition models to describe modern industrial sectors is related to the
distribution of market share,  the main focus of this  paper.  In the ex-
tant literature it has been shown that market share of the firms partici-
pating in these industries are Zipf-distributed. Although these findings
are compelling evidence of what any accurate marketing theory has to
explain, this paper shows that there is no reason to expect the distri-
bution  of  market  shares  to  take  any  particular  form  for  the  general
run  of  industries.  Specifically,  using  the  data  about  market  shares  in
the  world  cola-drink  industry  analyzed  by  Buendía  [5],  it  is  proven
that the distribution of market shares in the world cola-drink industry
does not follow Zipf’s  law. The remainder of  this  paper is  organized
as follows. Section 2 reviews literature on market shares distribution.
Section  3  provides  a  brief  description  of  the  characteristics  of  fractal
parabolic,  stretched  exponential,  and  log-normal  distributions.  Sec-
tion 4 shows why power law with cut-off  distribution is  a  better  de-
scription of the behavior of market shares in the world cola-drink in-
dustry  than  Zipf’s  distribution.  The  paper  finishes  with  some
conclusions.

2. Distribution of Market Share: A Literature Review

There  is  enough  empirical  evidence  that  shows  that,  in  many
industries,  market  shares  follow  a  highly  skewed  distribution,  where
most  of  the  market  share  is  accounted  for  by  a  few large  companies
and the remainder is divided among a large amount of very small com-
petitors.  In  the  1970s,  the  Boston  Consulting  Group  (BCG)  [6]  ad-
vanced the hypothesis that market share of the largest competitors of
a given industry follows a distribution in which the ratio between the
first competitor and the next one, in terms of revenue, is 2:1. A more
rigorous  analysis  was  done  by  Buzzel  [7],  who  applies  the  BCG  hy-
pothesis  to  the  whole  set  of  firms  in  many industries.  He  found that
market  shares  fit  a  semi-logarithmic  distribution.  Even  though  he
agrees  with  the  fact  that  market  share  following  a  semi-logarithmic
distribution  is  an  important  finding,  he  accepts  that  there  are  other
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models  that  could  describe  more  adequately  the  same  skewed  pat-
terns. However, what Buzzell [7] calls semi-logarithmic distribution is
in fact an exponential distribution. Specifically, he uses the expression
logHMSrL = k0 + k1  that  mathematically  is  equivalent  to  an  exponen-

tial distribution of the form MSr = k2 ek1 r. Therefore, since it is more
general, the latter is more adequate than the former expression. 

Riemer et al. [8], using data from 70 industries, found that market
shares  in  these  markets  are  Zipf-distributed.  These  findings  contrast
with those of Buzzell [7] in that the empirical data is best described by
a  power-law  distribution  rather  than  an  exponential  one.  Further-
more,  while  power-law  distribution  refers  to  the  reproduction  of
Yule’s  [9]  stochastic  process,  exponential  distribution  is  related  to
Gibrat’s  model  of  proportional  growth.  Therefore,  power-law  distri-
butions  cannot  be  reproduced  through  the  model  of  proportionated
growth  that  Buzzell  suggests.  Consequently,  it  is  necessary  to  find
other  stochastic  models  that  could  take  into  account  the  microeco-
nomic variables,  and that are capable of reproducing the behavior of
a  power-law  distribution.  More  recently,  Kohli  and  Sah  [10]  found
that power-law distribution better describes the data of the US sport-
ing  goods  and  food  industries.  These  findings  are  compatible  with
those of Riemer et al. [8]. 

Finally, Buendía [5] found that the data of the market share of the
cola-drink  industry  fits  a  third-degree  polynomial  logarithmic  func-

tion and whose R2  is 0.9724, a fitness that is higher than the conven-
tional  log-log  plot  found  by  Riemer  et  al.  [8]:  0.9513.  Even  though
his results have a higher level of fitness, there are other methodologies
that  instead  of  using  least-squared  estimation  apply  maximum likeli-
hood.  The use  of  these  methodologies  provides  new insights  and can
help solve the debate about what distribution better describes market
share data. But for this,  it  is  necessary to understand the behavior of
other kinds of distributions. 

3. Fractal Parabolic, Stretched Exponential, Log-Normal, and
Other Distributions    

In the literature, there are many phenomena whose elements are con-
sidered to follow skewed distributions, which implies that they follow
a distribution in which the size is proportional to the multiplicative in-
verse of the rank. This relationship is given by the following equation: 

(1)Sr !
k

r
.
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Sr  is the size of the element in the rth  position, sorted from the biggest
to the smallest, and k is a constant. To assess whether or not a deter-
mined set of data follows Zipf’s distribution, it is common to plot the
data using logarithmic scales in both the x and y axes and obtain the
equation  of  this  relationship  using  linear  regression.  The  resulting
equation  has  the  form  logHSrL ! b1 + b2 logHr + e1L.  If  b2  is  close  to
-1, it is said that the data follows Zipf’s law. Moreover, if the result-
ing b2  value is not close to 1, then the data is considered to follow a
generalized Zipf distribution where the exponent q is equal to the ad-
ditive inverse of b2 (q ! - b2):

(2)Sr !
k

rq
.

On  the  other  hand,  the  generalized  Zipf  distribution  is  equivalent
to the power-law distribution: 

(3)pHxL ! C x-a.

Here,  pHxL  is  the  probability  density  function  (pHxL ! PHX ã xL),
x represents the size, and C is a normalization constant that adjust the
y axis to 1. Consequently, equation (2) is the size as a function of the
rank;  meanwhile,  equation  (3)  is  the  probabilistic  distribution  func-
tion  (PDF)  as  a  function  of  the  size.  From  this  brief  analysis,  it  is
possible  to  conclude  that  Zipf’s  distribution  is,  in  fact,  a  cumulative
distribution  function  (CDF).  Therefore,  PHX, c x),  implicit  in  Pare-
to’s  distribution,  is  the  inverse  function  of  equation  (2).  This  means
that the relationship between the exponent q of the generalized Zipf’s
law and the exponent a of the power law can be obtained by calculat-
ing  the  CDF of  equation  (3),  which  in  fact  is  the  inverse  function  of
equation (2). This relationship can be obtained as follows. The gener-
alized Zipf  distribution in  equation (2)  entails  that  there  are  r  points
whose  value  is  greater  than  or  equal  to  k ê rq.  In  other  words,  the
probability that the size X  of a data point is greater than or equal to
k ê rq can be expressed as: 

(4)P X s
k

rq
º r,

which is equivalent to:  

(5)P@X s yD º r.

To  obtain  the  PDF  from  the  CDF,  it  is  necessary  to  calculate  the
first derivative of equation (5) with respect to y, which yields: 

(6)P@X ã yD º y-@1+H1êqLD.
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Since  the  power-law  distribution  in  equation  (3)  is  equivalent  to
equation (6), we can then conclude that the relationship of the expo-
nents is given by: 

(7)q !
1

a - 1
.

According  to  equation  (7),  a  dataset  that  follows  Zipf’s  distribu-
tion  (or  a  generalized  Zipf  distribution  where  q ! 1)  has  the  same
slope,  in  a  log-log  plot,  as  a  power-law  distribution  with  exponent
a ! 2. Therefore, there is an equivalence between Pareto and general-
ized  Zipf  distributions  when  the  Pareto  index  is  equal  to  the  multi-
plicative  inverse  of  the  generalized  Zipf  exponent  (Pareto  in-
dex ! 1 ê q). 

Recently,  Newman  [11]  has  suggested  that  in  many  phenomena
whose distributions follow (allegedly) power laws, it is common to ob-
serve  that  there  is  a  threshold  value  below  which  the  power-law  be-
havior does not hold; thus in both Pareto and power-law estimations,
there is a cut-off value, commonly referred to as xmin. All data below
this value is not considered within the distribution. 

Another  important  contribution  concerning  skewed  distributions
has  to  do with  other  similar  mathematical  models,  such as  parabolic
fractal,  log-normal,  or  stretched  exponentials  [12].  Parabolic  fractal
distribution  is  similar  to  a  Zipf  distribution,  but  instead  of  a  linear
relationship, in a log-log plot of the size as a function of the rank, the
relationship is  parabolic,  as its  name indicates (a second-degree poly-
nomial function). Log-normal is a function that, if plotted over a loga-
rithmic  scale  on  the  x  axis,  resembles  a  normal  distribution.  The
stretched exponential is similar to a power law multiplied by an expo-
nential. 

Finally, there is enough evidence that shows that the method of lin-
ear  regression  over  log-log  plots,  to  assess  whether  a  set  of  data  fol-
lows a power law, is inaccurate. For example, Clauset et al. [13] show
that  the  linear  regression  over  a  number  of  rank-frequency  sets  of
data, to calculate the scaling parameter,  is  biased almost 3% in a set
of  10 000 randomly generated data points.  This  bias,  however  small,
could  get  significantly  bigger  in  smaller  datasets.  Clauset  et  al.  [13]
also  suggest  that  maximum  likelihood  estimation  is  a  better  method
to  assess  the  goodness  of  fit  between  an  empirical  set  of  data  and  a
theoretical model. 

4. Power Law with Cut-Off Distribution of Market Share in the
Cola-Drink Industry    

After studying the different kinds of distributions, it is possible to de-
termine  which  one  can better  describe  the  behavior  of  market  shares
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of  the  world  cola-drink  industry.  To  do  so,  the  models  reviewed  in
Section 3 are applied to the market shares of brands that compete in
the  cola-drink  industry  used  by  Buendía  [5].  If  the  semi-logarithmic
(exponential) distribution is utilized, as Buzzel did, the market shares
distribution  can  be  explained  using  Gibrat’s  law  of  proportionate
growth. In this case, market shares obey the following equation:  

(8)logHMSrL ! k0 + k1 r

which is equivalent to the exponential function:  

(9)MSr ! k2 ek1 r.

MSr is the market share of the rth competitor, and k1 and k2 are con-
stants.  If  least-squares  regression  is  used,  k1 ! -0.159,  k2 ! 4782,

and  R2 ! 0.844,  according  to  equation  (9).  (If,  instead  of  equa-
tion!(9), equation (8) is used, the value of k0  would be 8.473.) As can
be observed,  in  contrast  to  what  Buzzel  [7]  found,  the  data  does  not
fit the exponential model. Furthermore, looking at Figure 1, it is easy
to  observe  that  the  semi-logarithmic  (exponential)  distribution  is  not
the best description of the data. 

Figure 1. Cola-drink market share. The empirical data was fitted to an expo-
nential (semi-logarithmic) distribution. The y axis is in logarithmic scale.  
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When Zipf’s distribution is applied to the dataset, the linear regres-
sion over the log-log plot is a straight line. That is to say, by applying
equation (2) it is possible to obtain the following values: k ! 36 369,

q ! -1.79,  and  R2 ! 0.975.  As  Figure  2  shows,  this  regression  line
better fits the data than the exponential model. 

Figure 2. Generalized  Zipf  distribution.  The  data  was  fitted  to  a  generalized
Zipf  distribution  using  linear  regression.  Both  rank  and  volume  axes  are
shown in logarithmic scales.  

So far, it is clear that market shares of the world cola-drink indus-
try do not follow a Zipf distribution with a slope of -1. However, ac-
cording  to  the  generalized  Zipf  distribution,  the  slope  of  the  regres-
sion  line  is  -1.79  (q ! 1.79).  Since  this  model  is  equivalent  to  a
power-law distribution, the application of equation (7) will give an ex-

ponent a  of 1.56. Given that the R2  value is higher than the one ob-
tained for the semi-logarithmic model,  a power law is a more plausi-
ble  description  of  the  data.  Goldstein  et  al.  [14],  Newman  [11],  and
Clauset et al. [13], instead of applying the least-square method over a
log-log plot, suggest the use of the maximum likelihood estimation as
a more precise approach to obtain the parameters of the distribution.
The  probability  that  the values  were  generated  by  a  specific  function
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is proportional to the likelihood function:

(10)l Ha xL ! ‰
i!1

N xi
-a

z HaL ,

where  l Ha x)  is  the  likelihood  function  and  z  is  the  Riemman  zeta
function.  Therefore,  by calculating the value of a  that maximizes the
likelihood function, it is possible to determine the most likely parame-
ters  that  describe  the  distribution  of  empirical  data.  Since  the  maxi-
mum of the likelihood function is located at the same position as the
maximum  of  the  logarithm  of  the  likelihood  function,  it  is  easier  to
maximize the logarithm instead [14]: 

(11)

L Ha xL ! log lHa xL
L Ha xL ! ‚

i!1

N H-a logHxiL - logHz HaLLL

L Ha xL ! ‚
i!1

N HlogHxiL - N logHz HaLLL.
If  we consider the possibility that there is a cut-off value, we have

to modify equation (11) as follows [13]: 

(12)

lHa xL ! ‰
i!1

N
a-1
xmin

xi

xmin

-a

LHa xL ! ‚
i!1

N

logHa - 1L - log xmin - a log
xi

xmin

LHa xL ! nHa - 1L-n log xmin -a‚
i!1

N

n
xi

xmin

.

To  find  the  parameter,  first  the  xmin  value  must  be  found,  which
can  be  calculated  using  the  Kolmogorov–Smirnov  (KS)  test  as  pro-
posed by Clauset et al.  [13], and then the derivative of equation (12)
is set equal to 0 and solved for a.  With this method, it  is  possible to
pin down the companies with the largest market share distributed ac-
cording  to  a  power  law  and  determine  a  cut-off  value  under  which
this distribution does not hold. In this case xmin ! 1526, a value that
maximizes the likelihood estimation. As Figure 3 shows, this value is
the market share of the sixth largest firm, which implies that only the
market  share  of  the  six  largest  companies  fit  the  power-law distribu-
tion. In this case a ! 1.68, which is equivalent to q ! 1.47. 
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Figure 3. Power law with cut-off. The cola-drink market share data was fitted
to a power-law distribution with cut-off.  

To  determine  the  goodness  of  fit  of  this  model,  it  has  been
suggested  to  calculate  a  goodness-of-fit  parameter  through  the
KS statistic between the obtained model and the empirical data. Then
it  is  compared  with  the  KS  of  a  thousand  different  sets  of  synthetic
data  randomly  generated  with  the  corresponding  model  according  to
the  power-law  hypothesis  [13].  In  the  case  of  the  world  cola-drink
industry, the KS statistic between our model and the empirical data is
higher  than  that  between  the  synthetic  data  and  its  correspond-
ing  model  in  82  percent  of  the  cases.  (To  perform  this  analysis,  we
used  Aaron  Clauset’s  implementation  of  the  methods  provided  in
http://tuvalu.santafe.edu/~aaronc/powerlaws/.)  This  result  proves  that
there  is  not  enough  evidence  to  rule  out  the  power  law  with  cut-off
hypothesis.  Furthermore,  if  the  same  analysis  is  performed  using  the
power  law  without  cut-off  (a ! 1.56),  a  statistic  of  0!percent  is  ob-
tained.  This  means  that  a  power  law  with  cut-off  is  a  far  better  de-
scription  of  the  data  than  a  power-law  distribution.  Unfortunately,
given the small size of the dataset and its low resolution, there is not
enough  evidence  to  rule  out  other  models  with  cut-off  such  as
stretched exponential, parabolic fractal, or log-normal distributions. 
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5. Conclusions    

This paper shows that power-law distribution with cut-off is the most
adequate  model  to  describe  the  market  shares  distribution  of  the
world  cola-drink  industry.  Although  a  power  law  is  a  plausible  de-
scription of the data, there is not enough evidence to rule out compet-
ing  models  such  as  stretched  exponential,  log-normal,  or  parabolic
fractal  distributions.  Furthermore, the low resolution of the data and
the small size of datasets, which are a characteristic of market shares
in  most  industries,  do  not  allow  for  enough  confidence  in  the  accu-
racy of the resulting models. In sum, the literature has suggested that
some empirical datasets could be described with specific distributions,
but  because  of  the  discussion in  this  paper,  it  is  possible  to  conclude
that such a claim must be taken with reserve.  

On the other hand, given that the distribution that better describes
the  cola-drink  industry’s  market  shares  is  a  power  law  with  cut-off,
the explanation of the underlying process that produces such a distri-
bution could reside in self-organized criticality, highly optimized toler-
ance,  Yule  processes,  or  Pólya  processes.  But  this  is  the  issue  of  an-
other paper. 
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